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we're happy to announce that our latest version of unveil is now available for purchase as part of the
zynaptiq ecosystem. you can get unveil for $249 (usd), and you can learn more about how to get unveil in
the support section of our website. when you purchase unveil, you get a support license for the zynaptiq

ecosystem, which includes the following tools: the last parameter you'll find on unveil's interface is labeled
crossover, and it's not just there to keep the two of you in the friendliest of relationships. this controls the
frequency at which the frequencies are split apart from one another. this value is always the same for all

sounds, so you'll never have to worry about adjusting it. high values on the crossover frequency will ensure
that you don't have to worry about any frequencies bleeding through one another, and low values will

ensure that the frequencies stay separate, but don't sound muddy or dull. after applying these settings, it's
time to add a little fun to the mix. zynaptiq unveil has two nifty features that can change up the way you

hear a track. one is called focus, and the other is called echo. focus is basically an echo-like control, and it
allows you to add a little fx to a track, just like you would on a classic tape machine or looping recorder. to

create this effect, simply hold down the spacebar while you're adjusting the parameters of a track, and
unveil will place a little looping signal in the channel for you. once you've created your loop, simply release
the spacebar to remove it. zynaptiq unveil also includes a feature called echo, which is a little like a cross

between the focus and delay controls. in essence, it creates the effect of taking a short sample and
repeating it endlessly. the problem is, the loop is always limited to a short sample length, and it's not easy
to control how long it is. to create the effect, hold down the spacebar while you're adjusting the parameters

of a track, then choose the echo option in the parameter list, and unveil will create a loop for you. once
you've done that, press the spacebar again to remove the loop.
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unveil is designed to be used on the master of a mix, and is also able to work on individual audio clips, or
even a single microphone channel. it's a bit like a step sequencer; and like most step sequencers, when it's

in a state of automation, you can't hear any of the steps. the good news is that unveil makes that state
transparent. all the important parameters are visible in the mixer, and it's easy to step through the different

steps, and hear how unveil is performing. the user interface is intuitive and simple to use, and there is a
great deal of control over the process. a common issue that arises is the need to reduce the amount of

reverb in audio material recorded in a noisy location, or to boost the amount of reverb in a sound track to
simulate the reverberation in a more appropriate location. the results can be extremely pleasing, and the
relatively low cpu demands of unveil make it a suitable solution to that problem. on balance, unveil does a

good job of simulating the natural properties of the room, and the amount of reverb in a mix can be
modified quickly and with ease. there are three main features that are worth looking at: reverberation, grit,
and focus. the default setting is for the sample to be reverb-free, and to be as dynamic as possible, which is
often the best way to approach this kind of problem. if you would like to reduce the amount of reverb in a

mix, but are unsure of the result, use the reverb reduction feature, which will help you dial in the right
amount of reverb for the final mix. grit is the amount of high-frequency content in a sound. typically, this
will be the 'tinny' or 'chirpy' quality found in telephone lines and mixers. unveil will help you remove this,

leaving you with a more natural, cleaner sound. 5ec8ef588b
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